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Investigating the XENON1T Low-Energy Electronic Recoil Excess Using NEST
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The search for dark matter, the missing mass of the universe, is one of the most active fields of
study within particle physics. The XENON1T experiment recently observed a 3.5σ excess consistent
with solar axions, a possible dark matter candidate. Here we utilize the Noble Element Simulation
Technique (NEST) software to simulate the XENON1T detector, reproducing the excess. We report
that, despite a detector efficiency modeling systematic, and non-ideal energy reconstruction sub-keV,
the XENON1T excess cannot be explained by any simple detector parameter mismatch. However,
using NEST, we can reproduce their excess in multiple unique ways, most easily via the addition of
31 ± 11 37Ar decays. Furthermore, this results in new, modified background models, reducing the
significance of the excess to only 1.5-2σ. This is an independent confirmation that the XENON1T
excess appears to be a real effect, but that it can be explained with more mundane, known physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There is overwhelming evidence, via astrophysical and
cosmological observations [1, 2], that the universe is made
of non-luminous matter interacting rarely with baryons.
The search for the aptly-named “dark matter” has been
an active field for decades. Experiments have been look-
ing for different types of it, particularly WIMPs (Weakly
Interacting Massive Particles), and axions, via direct in-
teractions through nuclear recoils (NR) and/or electronic
recoils (ER), respectively. The case for the axion is more-
over motivated with the strong CP problem in QCD [3].
While no experiment has made an unambiguous conclu-
sive detection of dark matter that has not already been
contested and/or explained, the newest result from the
XENON1T experiment [4] exhibits an excess over their
background at low energies, for ER. While XENON1T
was built to look predominantly for WIMPs, it is also sen-
sitive to axions via ER, particularly solar axions, which is
one possible explanation for the reported excess. In this
work, we will not study potential solar axion detection.
Instead, using the NEST software [5], we focus on inde-
pendently confirming a real excess, but providing likely
explanations for it from known physics.
Liquid xenon (LXe) detectors such as XENON1T need
to be simulated with high precision, as in all rare event
searches, before potentially new physics can be properly
identified. The publicly available NEST simulation soft-
ware is a toolkit that is widely used in the LXe com-
munity, and whose development team includes members
of the LUX / LZ, XENON1T/nT, n(EXO), and DUNE
experiments. NEST has served numerous noble-element-
based experiments during the nine years since its incep-
tion [6], proving that it can accurately simulate and re-
produce the results of various LXe (and liquid argon) de-
tectors [7–10], by incorporating the vast amount of data
available, from calibrations/backgrounds (BGs).
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II. NOBLE ELEMENT SIMULATION
TECHNIQUE
In a detector-agnostic way, NEST is capable of mod-
eling average yield, i.e., numbers of quanta (photons or
electrons) produced per unit energy, by various types of
interactions: NR, ER, α, 83mKr, and heavy non-Xe ion
recoils like 206Pb [11, 12]. It is also capable of simulating
detector specifics like energy resolution, both standard
deviation of monoenergetic peaks and the widths of the
log(S2) and log(S2/S1) “bands” (where S1 and S2 refer to
the primary and secondary scintillation signals in noble
elements). NEST can thereby simulate the leakage of ER
events into the NR region, and quantify the background
discrimination in WIMP searches. In its simulating both
the mean yields and resolution, NEST is able to model ef-
ficiencies, and so thresholds. We heavily take advantage
of this capability in this work. Lastly, NEST can repro-
duce S1 and S2 pulse shape characteristics, but they are
unneeded here except for the S1 coincidence window.
Unfortunately, the XENON1T solar axion result does
not make use of NEST. We therefore re-analyze all their
data here, using NEST in an attempt to explain excess
events as an artefact, from either uncertainty in detector
parameters or an unexpected background. NEST average
yield and/or width parameters did not need to be varied
to best-fit XENON1T data, just detector-specific values.
This is made clear in Fig. 1. At the very lowest energies,
the light yield is going to zero, as in opposite fashion the
charge yield asymptotes to its maximum possible value,
with NEST uncertainty spanning the possibilities ranging
from taking the inverse of the “traditional” W value of
13.7±0.2 eV [11] (73 quanta/keV) to the reciprocal of the
recent measurement from EXO, 11.5±0.5 eV (that is, 87
quanta/keV) [17]. However, within the region of greatest
interest for our analysis, indicated by the dashed vertical
lines in Fig. 1, the default NEST yields simulation for
electrons is in outstanding agreement with all the existing
relevant data sets and models. Disagreement at energies
orders of magnitude away from this ROI are less relevant,
but also still small.
2FIG. 1. NESTv2.1 Ly (blue), Qy (red) for betas at 81 V/cm.
Bands represent ±10%, a typical estimate of the systematic
uncertainty in NEST, driven primarily by uncertainties in S1
and S2 gains in the data (g1 and g2) [13]. XENON100’s
3H-
based-model is in grey, while XENON1T’s is in black using
220Rn at the closest E-fields with which we can compare, 90
and 82 V/cm respectively [14]. The circles and diamonds are
80 V/cm 14C and 3H LUX data sets respectively [15], while
squares are 37Ar data from PIXeY [16] at ∼100 V/cm. The
reason for the slight discrepancy is the Ly increasing (Qy anti-
correlated) with lower drift electric field.
It is therefore no surprise we find NEST able to “post-
dict” the XENON1T results at 81 V/cm without any free
parameters. This occurred despite the fact that there is
little calibration data at this low drift field (compared to
past experiments operated at O(100-1000) V/cm) upon
which to base NEST’s low-field yields model for ER: Ly
(photons/keV) and Qy (e
−/keV). So, we were able to use
Fig. 1’s central red and blue lines, without floating yields.
It is also worth noting that, despite there being a recent
new stable release of NEST, the beta yield model has not
been officially updated in over 2 years. Recent LUX work
with a 14C beta source [15] is not the default but instead
a NEST option, to avoid potential over-fitting to LUX at
the expense of earlier global data. NEST was never used
for a 220Rn calibration before now, being driven primarily
by tritium, yet it works successfully, as will be seen next.
III. METHODS
The primary method employed here is simple: we first
reproduce XENON1T’s calibration data, striving to un-
derstand their energy resolution, detector efficiency, and
background model. We simulated data taken under the
conditions of their experiment in NEST, then compare
that output to official XENON1T results.
For NEST to accurately and precisely simulate a de-
tector, the first key input involves a proper detector pa-
rameter file. For complete transparency, Table I defines
all parameters used as input to NEST that can be found
publicly, except for the precise dimensions of the fiducial
volume, which were set in NEST to best reproduce the
fiducial mass of 1042±12 kg. The most important values
NEST must have are g1, g2, and the drift electric field.
We further assumed a 3-fold coincidence requirement,
across 212 active PMTs, applying a 50.0 ns coincidence
window [18]. Based on all of these inputs, NEST will out-
put a g2 (an emergent property based on gas light collec-
tion, extraction, and other separate effects modeled from
first principles [19]) of 9.85 phd/e (or, 11.57 phe/e). This
can be separated into an electron extraction efficiency of
95%, derived from PIXeY / LLNL [20, 21], and an under-
lying SE=10.37 phd/e=12.18 phe/e. In using Poissonian
statistics, we modeled a SE (1σ) width of 3.2 phe/e. The
pressure and temperature reported lead to a simulated
density of 2.860 g/mL and e− drift speed of 1.26 mm/µs,
a velocity which does appear to make the physical coor-
dinates of their reported detector geometry match with
the min and max drift times of the fiducial volume. The
density also leads to an expected W=13.5 eV according
to NEST (which models the work function for creation of
quanta as being dependent on density, including across
phases) which conveniently splits the difference between
the Dahl and neriX values of 13.3-13.7 eV [22, 23]. This
is a very small effect, however, and an overall scaling of
O(1%). It is therefore a negligible systematic.
primary scintillation (S1) parameters
g1 [phd/photon] 0.13 [24]
Single Photoelectron Resolution 0.4 [25]
Single Photoelectron Threshold [phe] 0 (*eff used instead)
Single Photoelectron Efficiency* 0.93 [26]
Baseline Noise 0 (assumed small)
Double phe Emission Probability 0.17 [18]
ionization or secondary scintillation (S2)
g1gas [phd/photon] 0.1 [24, 26]
Single e− (SE) Size Fano-like Factor 1.0
S2 Threshold [phe] 500 (total, uncorr) [4]
Gas Extraction Region Field (kV/cm) 10.8 (estimated) [26]
Electron Lifetime [µs] 650 [26]
thermodynamics properties
Temperature [K] 177.15 [26]
Gas Pressure [bar] 1.94 (absolute) [26]
geometric and analysis parameters
Minimum Drift Time [µs] 70 [26]
Maximum Drift Time [µs] 740 [26]
Fiducial Radius [mm] 370 [4, 26]
Detector Radius [mm] 960 [27]
LXe-GXe Border [mm] 1031.5 [27]
Anode Level [mm] 1034 [18]
Gate Level [mm] 1029 [18]
Cathode Level [mm] 60 [18]
TABLE I. Summary of XENON1T detector parameter values
implemented for NEST in this work. Please note that the g1
does not match a published value, as standard phe units in-
clude the 2-phe effect (whereby 1 VUV photon can make 2 phe
in a PMT [28]). We therefore apply a lower g1, in our style
of detector modeling, using the unit of “phd” (detected pho-
tons) developed by LUX and ZEPLIN [29, 30], with the 2-phe
effect separately simulated. Also, in NEST z = 0 (the vertical
axis) is at bottom, requiring a translation from XENON1T’s
definition, of z = 0 at the top (the gate grid wires).
3A. Energy Resolution
We confirm the veracity of detector parameters and
the fluctuation model, covering both correlated and anti-
correlated noise, by verifying NEST’s predicted resolu-
tion for XENON1T vs. energy [31] in Fig. 2. This reveals
that the “linear” noise, set by default (unrealistically) to
0.0 in NEST is closer to 0.6%, but even without this addi-
tion (which is detector-based and not NEST-yield-based)
the match is still excellent on the first try with truly no
free parameters, as we had claimed earlier. The difference
is <1% (relative) comparing to results with and without
added noise. It is modeled as an additional, uncorrelated
Gaussian smearing, applied separately to the S1 and S2
channels; it is directly proportional to the pulse areas.
This accounts for imperfect position-dependent light
collection, field uniformity, liquid leveling, plus similar
known and unknown effects. Typical linear noise values,
even given high-statistics 83mKr and/or 131mXe calibra-
tions for efficiency and field mapping, are ∼1-4%, with
near-identical values for S1 and S2 (given the same DAQ
being used for all pulse types) whenever NEST is used
to match the past world data from different experiments
[22, 32]. We do set the noise to 0.6% here, as it appears
to create a better match to XENON1T, particularly at
lower energies, as seen in Fig. 2. Nevertheless, we have
effectively performed an unbiased side-band calibration
of the noise level here, as the lowest data point within
Fig. 2 is at 41.5 keV, but the solar axion result reports
no energies higher than 30 keV for its analyses [4].
FIG. 2. Energy resolution as a function of energy, comparing
the black dots, real data from XENON1T [31], to NEST data
with 0% noise (hollow red circles), and with 0.6% noise (cyan
squares). Lines are analytical fits (power laws plus constants,
with powers consistent with the theoretical 0.5). Black line is
the XENON1T model. Inset, right: The FWHM for 570 keV
[33] used as one (of several) foundational data set during the
establishment of NEST’s resolution model useful for all later
works. This is the resolution vs. field at 1 energy, not vs. en-
ergy, and only for ionization, not scintillation and ionization
combined, but the values close to 80 V/cm in this plot, when
combined with data on S1 for the same energy of 570 keV
from Conti [34], helped determine the Fano factor function.
While beyond the scope of this paper, Fig. 2 also sug-
gests XENON1T has, in a two-phase TPC, achieved close
to the best possible resolution at the 2.6 MeV Q-value of
neutrinoless double-beta decay [35], given their closeness
to the NEST 0.0%-noise result. This claim is founded on
NEST’s reliance on the results of [33] (shown as an inset
of Fig. 2) for determining the noise floor as a function
of field. It is unlikely a single-phase detector had a sim-
ilar noise level to one constructed nearly 30 years later
(XENON1T). Despite only Qy not combined resolution
being reported, the symmetry of recombination fluctua-
tions made it possible to use these ionization-only data to
also model S1 widths. Later work enabled extrapolation
from 570 keV down to lower energies: using for example
XENON10 we found more calibration peaks both higher
and lower in recombination probability [36].
B. NEST Reproduction of the 220Rn Calibration
To further confirm NEST simulates XENON1T well,
we validate it against 220Rn data. We simulate 107 212Pb
beta-decay events along with associated gamma-rays [37]
as well as a flat (i.e. uniform in energy) spectrum as the
calibration is itself approximatable as flat. Fig. 3, top is
comparison to both: this not only demonstrates that we
reproduce their 220Rn calibration, but coincidentally also
explains the outliers of [4] as due to gamma/x-rays, which
have different yields compared with betas at this energy
scale [38]. Our hypothesis can also explain why this type
of event is seen only in 220Rn or background data, but
not 3H/14C calibrations in XENON100/LUX. However,
these may be gamma-X/MSSI (Multiple-Scatter Single-
Ionization) backgrounds, possibly more insidious in this
higher S1 range up to 70 phe, as opposed to 20-50 phe in
earlier experiments [39]. This does, however, depend on
exact detector geometry.
The flat ER background spectrum shows that even in
this crude way, we can still reproduce the calibration. We
cannot be quantitative at this stage of our analysis, ap-
pealing only to visual agreement, as the ER band is only
provided as clean curves easy to interpret at 120 V/cm
[27]. We attempted to use [27] to match [4], but the band
was much higher due to higher S2 (lower S1) at higher
field in [27]. At low field, the yields do change rapidly as
a function of electric field, in an anti-correlated way [40].
C. XENON1T ER Background NEST Generator
Of equal importance to being capable of reproducing
the 220Rn calibration is the ability to generate the BGs
using NEST, to obtain simulated points. To that end, a
custom generator was created to follow the XENON1T
ER BG model, corrected for detection efficiency, below
30 keV. By not including the detector efficiency, we en-
sure the ER BG generator inputs the “true energy” into
NEST, as an unaltered and uncorrected energy spectrum,
independent of detector effects. Efficiency roll-off is thus
not doubly-applied (before plus after).
4FIG. 3. (Top) NEST reproducing 220Rn calibration superim-
posed over all observed events (black, from [4]): 220Rn with
Gaussian fits (dash red), flat BG raw means (solid blue), flat
BG fit (dash blue), gamma (solid green), gamma fit (dash
green). Upper/lower lines indicate 1σ. (Middle) NEST scat-
ter plot overlaid on the XENON1T BG: flat model (cyan
squares) and custom generator (orange diamonds). Data from
[4] again in black. (Bottom) Repeating orange from the mid-
dle, but fewer events, and adding yellow X’s (37Ar ) and pink
pluses (exponential BG), the potential excess explanations.
To show our generator functions, we simulate BG with
it, and compare the outputs to data along with our first
simplified flat model again (Fig. 3 middle, and bottom).
1D unbinned KS tests in S1 and S2, running the gener-
ator repeatedly with different seeds on different systems
and with different stats (&409 real points) produced p-
values of 0.1-0.3 with both models, without a consistent
improvement when applying noise, as small pulse areas
are less effected. These indicate statistical consistency.
D. XENON1T’s Energy Reconstruction
As the excess was measured in the energy space his-
togram not S2 vs. S1 scatter, we next explored energy
reconstruction. While the combined-energy scale outper-
forms the older S1-only [41] or ionization-only employed
e.g. by ν projects [42], it is prone to break down at low
energy. We suspected, then confirmed, XENON1T used
reconstructed not true energy (estimated via MC). Fig. 4
shows the output from the NEST reconstructed energy,
which differs drastically from the true energy especially
in the sub-keV regime. While this is not new, as shown
in [23], the recent XENON1T paper does not appear to
account for this. While important for other analyses, the
discrepancy is insufficient to explain the excess. It is only
particularly evident below 1 keV, outside of the region of
interest for the excess, but can exceed a factor of 2.
FIG. 4. NEST output comparing true and reconstructed en-
ergy, using XENON1T parameters. The thickness of the line
indicates statistical uncertainty. The disagreement is an emer-
gent property stemming from many causes, including inherent
skew in recombination probability, and triggering on upward
fluctuations instead of true mean S1 and S2 pulse sizes, near
thresholds. Inset, upper right: Data from [23] are included for
qualitative comparison only, as direct agreement would only
be established by modeling neriX separately within NEST.
E. Detector Efficiency
ER detection efficiency is next verified in three ways:
using the true energy, NEST reconstructed energy (which
matches the default XENON1T method), but addition-
ally using the 220Rn beta spectrum. Fig. 5 demonstrates
the level of disagreement among these scenarios. Below
1 keV, XENON1T is systematically overestimating effi-
ciency (mustard line) compared to reconstructed energy
(green) or true (blue). While this is not negligible, it is
once more not near the ∼2-4 keV ROI of the excess, and
thus cannot impact the XENON1T result, though any
signal model at sub-keV would be affected.
5FIG. 5. The dependence of the relative efficiency on the en-
ergy. The mustard is XENON1T’s efficiency model and black
is data, both from [4], the latter using the 220Rn calibration,
which we reproduce using NEST: first with a flat beta model
(cyan) and then with the correct 220Rn energy spectrum (red).
Red and cyan each follow black well: this provides further evi-
dence we can replicate XENON1T’s analyses. Green is NEST
efficiency versus the reconstructed energy from an analytical
fit (Gompertz) to a series of monoenergetic sims. Blue is ver-
sus true energy. Inset: Zoomed-in near the excess, with linear
y. An overall (∼flat) reduction in efficiency across all energy
is not portrayed, to focus upon shape. It is however important
to note XENON1T’s high-energy asymptote is slightly below
1.0. We are aware this is not complete absolute efficiency.
Note the mustard line is systematically above the black
points across the first four bins in a row plotted in Fig. 5
(though only at 1-2σ). What we claim to be the true effi-
ciency in dark blue is at times lower, other times higher,
than the 220Rn points, but diverges from mustard as en-
ergy goes to 0.0. A continuous spectrum such as 220Rn is
not ideal for determining efficiency, even though this was
a LUX method [43] (though not for a potential signal).
A dense series of monoenergetic MC peaks is more ap-
propriate, as is naturally done with NEST, which can be
tuned and verified to match a particular detector’s data,
as done for NRs in [29]. This may explain the difference
between the green and mustard, the latter likely not us-
ing this technique. Contamination between energy bins
occurs due to finite resolution in real data [40] that is of
course changing rapidly with energy, especially as it de-
creases (Fig. 2). If one tries to study the efficiency as a
function of reconstructed energy with MC peaks instead
of estimating the true, both the mustard and black may
be too high, above the green. Nevertheless, all points or
lines ultimately agree on ∼1.0 at 2-4 keV.
IV. RESULTS
The primary results of our simulations are depicted in
Fig. 6. The top only shows the region of interest below
10 keV but we explored up to 30 keV as shown at bottom.
Black circles are always real data points as reported by
[4]. We first modeled XENON1T’s ER background using
NEST, assuming a flat background (cyan squares), then
using our custom generator (orange diamonds again).
FIG. 6. A summary of every model studied with NEST: data
and background ‘B0’ model from [4] are black dots and thin
red line, respectively. (Top) Our flat ER BG (cyan), the same
flat ER BG with a low-energy exponential added (pink), the
NEST custom generator for mimicking B0 (orange), the same
custom generator with 37Ar (yellow), then with tritium added
(thin solid green line). (Bottom) The discrete NEST outputs
in the same colors as at top, but after realistic full, detector
MC. For clarity, every point has been offset from its actual
value by O(0.1) keV and x-error bars (bin width) and tritium
have been omitted.
The difference between ‘B0’ (red) and the other curves
near 1 keV in Fig. 6 is due to NEST’s lower estimate of
the true efficiency, but the disagreement is far from the
ROI. However, 37Ar does fall well within 2-4 keV; it is
thus our main hypothesis for explaining the excess. We
took XENON1T’s ∼flat BG, and initially added 40 37Ar
events over the full 0.65 tonne-year exposure as an edu-
cated guess based upon the visual size of the excess. We
later refined this to 31±11 as a best fit to the data. 37Ar
exhibits two low-E peaks: 0.27 and 2.82 keV. While the
latter is the one of interest here, as it corresponds to the
location of the excess in XENON1T’s main analysis, the
lower-E peak may permit us to distinguish between 37Ar
and other potential BGs. Our simulation corresponds
with 48+17−18
37Ar decays per tonne-year of exposure in the
end. See Fig. 3 bottom to note where 37Ar lies within
S2 vs. S1 parameter space.
We also model an exponential background added to a
flat ER background (pink in Fig. 6). However, it is not
6motivated by a specific new BG physically. It is purely
mathematical, but shows that adding either a spectrum,
or a monoenergetic peak, can reproduce the excess. As
the flat + exponential model fits so well, we try to moti-
vate the excess by an underestimation in the BG model,
via an overestimation of efficiency. However, we find the
efficiency would have to be over 2σ off for several data
points in a row, in the ROI, to justify such a drastically
different BG, as shown in Fig. 7. This is less compelling.
FIG. 7. Efficiencies reported by XENON1T, in their Figures
2 and 6 [4], is repeated here from our Fig. 5 in mustard (solid
line) and black (solid circles). The solid pink line shows what
the efficiency would be to justify an exponentially rising BG.
Lastly, we model tritium, but do not find it compelling.
Not only is it a worse fit than the 37Ar or the exponen-
tial concept, if you account for shape using χ2, and do
not just look at Poisson statistics, but it would require
more tritium than reasonably justifiable, according even
to XENON1T [4, 24]. Visually, tritium cannot match the
excess in the 2.5 keV bin well; adding more tritium would
not only further strain credulity in terms of XENON1T’s
purification but would also raise the counts in the lowest
energy bin due to this being a continuous source, unlike
37Ar which is monoenergetic. The exponential hypothe-
sis suffers less from this raising of counts in the 1.5 keV
bin considerably above the data, as, counter-intuitively,
exponentially more counts at low energies implies more
counts at true energies which are unable to fluctuate up
effectively, in reconstructed energy space.
Table II shows the χ2, and σ discrepancies, between
our models and the data points (black circles of Fig. 6).
For completeness, and to reproduce the XENON1T num-
bers, we considered the 1-7 keV range, which confirmed
that our BG model is similarly discrepant with the data
(3.4σ) when looking at counts, showing once more how
well NEST reproduces XENON1T. However, due to the
size of the error bars, we find that the fits, and there-
fore χ2 are over-constrained over this range. We thereby
choose to fit to the full energy range out to 30 keV in-
stead. This shows that our best fit to the data is using an
exponential background, followed by 37Ar then tritium.
37Ar does not add events to the 1.5 and 3.5 keV bins
equally, when at 2.8 keV it should be symmetric around
1 - 30 keV
hypothesis (color) χ2 DOF χ2/DOF σ
Flat BG (cyan) 41 27 1.51 2.03
B0 (red) 48 25 1.92 2.91
PDF (orange) 47 25 1.88 2.80
PDF + 37Ar (yellow) 38 27 1.43 1.81
Flat + exponential (pink) 33 25 1.31 1.49
PDF + 3H 45 27 1.67 2.41
TABLE II. Goodness of fit quantifying level of agreement with
data, for the full energy range reported by XENON1T, not 2-
4 keV as quoted throughout where the excess appears largest.
Number of parameters assumed for B0 is 3 for DOF calcula-
tion, producing results close to XENON1T’s. It is then 3 for
the PDF, our custom B0-like generator, and 3 for the expo-
nential (amplitude, shape, offset). For tritium and 37Ar only
1 parameter varied, number of decays, and for flat 1. With
naive counting, all excess hypotheses agree with data at < 1σ.
FIG. 8. Simulation of the 2.82 keV 37Ar peak utilizing NEST
with the XENON1T detector parameter file. Simulation data
in gold, best fit (skew-normal, not Gaussian) in magenta. In
black dash is calibration data from XENON1T [24], showing
again remarkable agreement with (the default) NEST.
the 2.5 keV bin. This is due to its positive skew, Fig. 8.
At low energies close to threshold, event triggering occurs
on high-S1 tails. In addition, skew in NEST can enter at
the level of the recombination probability for the ioniza-
tion electrons, derived from LUX calibrations [44]. This
skew appears not only in ER bands but in fits to monoen-
ergetic peaks. In Fig. 8 the 2.82 keV peak from 37Ar is
simulated. The histogram shows a raw skew of 0.21, while
a skew-Gaussian fit has a skew parameter of 1.26. This
effect, while already observed for 37Ar [16, 45] is again
not specific to 37Ar [44]. The effect will be more promi-
nent, however, for monoenergetic peaks like it, than for
a broad spectrum of different energies like tritium.
This effect is in fact already known to XENON1T: after
finding low outliers below their ER band (shown earlier
7to be likely due to gamma and/or gamma-X events) not
just high outliers above the band (as expected based on
the skew observed in their calibration bands) they added
a BG “mis-modeling” parameter into their WIMP search
to compensate for the lower (sub-band) outliers [27].
Another important check upon the validity of the 37Ar
hypothesis comes from looking at the S2-only analysis.
Note that this will be in units of the total S2 signal, as
opposed to bottom-PMT-array, and it is uncorrected, as
the lack of S1 makes 3D position correction impossible. If
the excess is due to 37Ar then we expect additional excess
at low S2s due to the 0.27 keV peak from the 37Ar , along
with more events at high S2s due to the 2.82 keV peak.
Our NEST simulation is compared to the XENON1T S2-
only cross-check [24] and it is shown in Fig. 9. Within the
statistics of the existing data provided by XENON1T, the
S2-only analysis can neither rule out, nor rule in, the 37Ar
hypothesis. It is not, however, inconsistent with it, and
can thus be the means to explain the excess event counts
with respect to the S2-only BG model in most bins, even
if they are not individually statistically significant.
FIG. 9. S2-only data from NEST (gold) simulated by adding
the same amount of 37Ar as in the primary analysis to the
XENON1T S2-only BG model (black steps). Excess over BG
at ∼2000 phe (or PE) is clearly well explained with 2.82 keV
in NEST consistent with the XENON1T data points (black
dots). Errors on y are Poisson; on x, bin width. Lastly, while
a naive scaling (0.27/2.8)*1900=180 would reproduce the first
bin excess, Qy energy dependence does not justify it.
The comparison at the lowest energy bins is less com-
pelling, with the excess over BG occurring at lower S2
than simulated with NEST at 0.27 keV with the proper
branching ratio. However, Fig. 1 hints that this could be
explained within NEST’s large uncertainties on Qy for
this extreme low-energy regime. Moreover, as this is un-
corrected S2 we would need a full X-Y map and e-lifetime
(vs. time) to simulate XENON1T more precisely. Lastly,
few-e BGs from multiple sources, e.g. grid wire emission,
may be coming into play at the first bin. Because of these
enormous systematics, we do not pursue this avenue fur-
ther, not considering tritium nor other earlier options.
V. DISCUSSION
We show here that the excess seen in XENON1T data
can be effectively reproduced by NEST as due to known
physics. Upon incorporation of 37Ar into the XENON1T
BG model, the disagreement between the model and real
XENON1T data drops from 3.5 to < 2σ. This likely can
be lowered even further, if we were to fully consider all
uncertainties in NEST, but we conservatively do not, us-
ing only the default beta yields model, unadulterated in
any way, throughout this paper. However, if one recon-
siders Fig. 1, different E-field is not sufficient to com-
pletely explain an at least 1σ-level difference between
37Ar PIXeY data [16] and NEST. Furthermore, recent
work by XELDA [46] indicates that there may be 5-10%
differences in yields at different energies and fields, not
only between gammas and betas but among many more
different sub-types of ER. The PIXeY data most espe-
cially works in our favor here: if we increased the charge
yield at 2.82 keV it could better explain the excess ob-
served in S2, at low S1s, in the data scatter plot of Fig. 3
(around S1 ∼ 7, S2 just below 2000 phe).
Beyond yield uncertainties, there is also uncertainty on
the newly-modeled skew, using [44]. Advantage is never
taken of this, using again the central NEST default values
only, based on LUX and ZEPLIN, while a higher skew-
ness, within the error bar for it within [44] could easily
not only add more points at higher S2 in the first few
S1 bins of Fig. 3, but also add more counts to the 3.5
and 4.5 keV bins, making the 37Ar as good if not a bet-
ter fit to the XENON1T ER data, when compared again
to the less well-motivated (physically) exponential hy-
pothesis. That latter notion can itself still be motivated,
based on past claims of dark matter evidence [47] that
may be explicable with exponential (or similar: power-
law) rising backgrounds at low energies, across different
technologies. We do not speculate on any specific physics
to explain it in LXe here, however.
In addition, sub-optimal efficiency and energy recon-
struction contribute to systematics in the XENON1T
analysis; however, those did not impact the excess and
the overall XENON1T result. We acknowledge that we
did not have access to actual XENON1T data and there-
fore had to digitize all their plots for comparison. This
can lead to a small error, although NEST is incredibly
robust in its predictions as shown in the past and we have
put in a system of checks to try and minimize our errors.
Therefore the authors do not believe that this would im-
pact the stated results significantly. That said, and as
mentioned before, NEST is an open-source software. We
thus urge the XENON1T collaboration to reproduce our
results using their data, or make their data available pub-
licly. While the work presented here stops short of using
Profile Likelihood Ratio (PLR) analysis, a PLR analysis
on the NEST results will yield more precise conclusions.
But, once more, this will not change the fact that, to first
order, we have independently reproduced the XENON1T
excess, finding it consistent with an 37Ar background.
8We do not speculate on how the 37Ar was introduced
into the detector, and we note that such an unexplained
excess of 37Ar was previously found in LUX [48].
Other possible future work could include redoing the
entire analysis using the EXO-200 reported value W =
11.5 eV, though this would be highly non-trivial: simple
re-scaling of g1 and g2 to account for this W would dis-
rupt NEST agreement with data on the carefully-crafted
fluctuations model (Fano factor for total quanta, exci-
tation and ionization, and non-binomial recombination
fluctuations). Evidence in favor of our present assump-
tions ultimately lies in reproduction of XENON1T’s data.
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